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1. Introduction: Knowing what we hear

2. Aims of the present study

As in all varieties of Spanish, the Chilean consonants /b/, /d̪/ and /g/ are most frequently articulated as
[β̞], [ð̞] and [ɣ̞]. In Chilean Spanish, however, there seems to exist a particularly strong tendency towards
lenition in these sounds, which results in “open approximants” (Pérez, 2007) and elision, particularly in VCV
contexts (as shown in Figure 1) and in verbal participles. Despite the fact that lenition and elision are
increasingly frequent processes, word recognition does not seem to be adversely affected. However,
although lexical, syntactical and contextual cues likely play an important role in the listener’s recognition of
these consonants, it is unclear whether or not acoustic cues also play an essential role.
To be able to investigate this experimentally, we first need an accurate and detailed acoustical
description of each consonant. From this, we can create representative acoustical models of these sounds
to investigate how the acoustical variables contribute to these consonant’s recognition independently of
other linguistic cues.
Achieving a good description is an important problem in itself. Although some descriptions exist (e.g.,
Martínez Celdrán, 1984; Eddington, 2011), the data is limited and it is not always clear how acoustic
measurements were made. This is particularly important here, given that the approximant consonants form
a continuum with neighbouring segments (see Figure 2) and it is therefore not possible to identify a clear
boundary to use as a reference for acoustical measurements (Turk et al., 2006).

This study aims to evaluate two segmentation methods for the
description of approximant consonants. Specifically, the study aims to:
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a. Explicitly define the criteria behind a research-led and an
automated method for the segmentation of approximant
consonants.
b. Apply the segmentation methods to a large corpus of Chilean
Spanish approximant consonants and extract the relevant
acoustical data.
c. Assess the capability of the data obtained through each
method to significantly predict a known nominal category
(phoneme identity).
d. Identify the method that is more reliable at retaining the
relevant variability in the data in order to significantly predict
the nominal category.

Figure 1: Chilean Spanish word with elided [ð̞]

3.1. Method 1: Researcher-led

3. Methods
Both methods need to be capable of
providing precise criteria to segment the signal
in order to perform several acoustical
measurements of duration, intensity and
formants (F1 and F2) for a given approximant
consonant and for its neighbouring segments.
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The researcher-led approach aims to provide an ecologically valid and
linguistically relevant description. It is based on a set of acoustic characteristics
observable in the waveform and spectrogram:
a. The maximum point of difference of intensity and formant values with
respect to the neighbouring segments. This is considered to be the
consonant’s centre (see Figure 3).
b. The start and end of an observable decrease in the intensity of the
approximant consonant’s formants in the spectrogram. These are
considered to be the most likely place for the boundaries.
It is assumed that:
I. Duration is symmetrical around the centre.
II. The boundary between the segments will lie within the formant transitions,
which need to be identified.
Based on these criteria, a decision is made with regard to where the
approximant begins and ends (see Figure 4). Segmentation is carried out
manually. Auditory inspections might be used to further adjust the boundaries.
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Figure 3: Visual identification of acoustic landmarks

Figure 4: Manual segmentation and labelling
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3.2. Method 2: Automated
Figure 2: Waveform and spectrogram of an
approximant [ɣ̞] between two [a] vowels.
An example of a Spanish word that contains
a typical approximant consonant is shown
above, in Figure 2 (word pagar, /pa.ˈgar/, “to
pay”). In this case the approximant consonant
[ɣ̞] is clearly visible in the spectrogram, but it is
difficult to determine where the consonant starts
and ends, making it difficult to make the
acoustic measurements that depend on these
boundaries.

The automated method relies on acoustic measurements of intensity in the
approximant consonant and the neighbouring sounds. The surrounding
segments are manually isolated using the first method, but the peaks of intensity
of the neighbouring segments and the pit of intensity within the consonant are
then automatically identified (see Figure 5).
The placement of the intensity boundaries (see Figure 6) and the acoustic
measurements are then made taking these points as references. The segments
being isolated are a non-linguistic unit that goes from the maximum of intensity of
the preceding segment to the minimum of intensity of the approximant
consonant, and then to the maximum of intensity of the following segment. This
non-linguistic units generate a different type of data from the previous method,
which can be used for different purposes (to synthesize stimuli, for example).
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Figure 5: Automated detection of intensity peaks and pit

Figure 6: Automated segmentation

4. Assessing the methodologies

5. Discussion

The exploratory assessment of the methods was carried out using a database of 3,178 Chilean Spanish approximant consonants /b/, /d̪/ and /g/. These
were elicited from 7 participants in various phonetic contexts and tasks. For each token, the two methods were applied and the data was extracted. As a
result, 12 types of measurements of duration, intensity and formants were made using the first segmentation methodology and 11 for the second one.
Several other variables were also coded in the database for each token, including the phonological identity of the segments being analysed.

Although both the research-led and the automated methods are capable of
producing reference points from which it is possible to extract acoustical data, the
two are essentially different in what they measure. Interestingly, these dissimilarities
did not seem to affect the outcome of the factor analyses, given that the same
number of components emerged from the datasets and each of these factors clearly
represents one of the acoustical dimensions being measured.
The MLR analyses do show differences of importance: for the first method,
almost all the main effects added to the model are able to predict the outcome
variable (that is, if the phoneme expresses as /b/ or /d̪/, instead of the reference
category /g/). This is in contrast to the MLR results for the second method, which
showed that a number of variables were unable to predict the outcome category.
Duration, in particular, is absent from the significant predictors from the 2nd method.
In general, the results from the statistical analyses show that the researcher-led
method of segmentation seems to be able to predict the outcome category
(phoneme) more reliably and, consequently, that though it is more subjective, it is
a better method for describing the acoustical characteristics of the approximant
variants of /b/, /d̪/ and /g/.

4.1. Principal component analysis

Pattern Matrix – Method 1
Components

An exploratory principal component analysis was conducted for each sub
dataset, with oblique rotation (direct oblimin)a. In both cases, four
components had eigenvalues over Kaiser’s criterion of 1 and in combination
explained 75% and 74% of the variance (before rotation). The pattern
matrices (see tables) lead us to conclude that each of these components
can be interpreted as one of the acoustical dimensions being measured
through several variables (intensity, F2, F1 and duration).

a

1

Method 1: KMO = .711; χ2 (66) = 21984.2, p < .0001. Method 2: KMO = .692; χ2 (55) = 16233.4, p < .0001.

intensity_cons

-.969

intensity_prev

-.904

intensity_post

-.891
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F2_cons

.941

F2_post

.923

F2_prev

.894
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Pattern Matrix – Method 2
Components
4
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Intensity_prev

-.944

Intensity_cons

-.900

Intensity_post

-.887
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F2_post

.905

F2_cons

.892

F2_prev

.862
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F1_cons

.881

F1_prev

.872

F1_prev

.863

F1_post

.860

F1_post

.858

F1_cons

.735
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duration_cons

.711

dur_1st_half

.824

duration_prev

.696

dur_2nd_half

.592

duration_post

.581

6. Conclusions

4.2. Multinomial logistic regression (MLR)
Two MLR analyses were carried out for each subset of data (outcome variable: phoneme; reference category: /g/; continuous predictors: all
the acoustical variables available per method; stepwise method: backward elimination; all the acoustical variables were entered as a main effect;
* p <.05, ** p < .01, *** p <.001).
MLR for Method 1b
 Significant main effects for /b/: F2_post***, F2_prev*,
F1_cons***, intensity_prev***, duration_prev***,
duration_cons***, duration_post*, intensity_cons***, F1_prev*,
F1_post**, F1_cons***.
 Significant main effects for /d̪/: F2_post***, F2_prev***,
F1_cons***, intensity_prev***, duration_prev***, duration***,
duration_post***, intensity_cons***, F1_post*, F1_cons***.
 Nonsignificant main effects for /b/: intensity_post.
 Nonsignificant main effects for /d̪/: intensity_post, F1_prev.
All the significant main effects predict whether phoneme expresses
as /b/ or /d̪/, instead of /g/. Only the intensity measured in the
following segment (“intensity_post”) and the F1 values in the
previous segment for /d̪/ are unable to predict the outcome variable.
= .25 (Cox & Snell), .28 (Nagelkerke). Model χ2(24) = 898.50, p <.001. Goodness of fit: Pearson (6332) =
7181.98, p < .001; Deviance (6332) = 6085.09, p =.987.
b R2

MLR for Method 2c
 Significant main effects for /b/: F2_post***, F1_cons***,
intensity_prev***, intensity_cons***, F1_post*, F2_cons***.
 Significant main effects for /d̪/: F2_post***, F2_prev***,
F1_cons***, intensity_prev***, intensity_cons***, F2_cons.
 Nonsignificant main effects for /b/: F2_prev, intensity_post,
duration_prev, duration_post, F1_prev.
 Nonsignificant main effects for /d̪/: intensity_post,
duration_prev, duration_post, F1_prev, F1_post.
As in the previous analysis, the significant main effects predict
whether phoneme expresses as /b/ or /d̪/, instead of /g/. Duration as
a whole, the intensity in the following segment and the F1 values in
the previous segment (amongst others) are unable to predict the
outcome variable.
= .18 (Cox & Snell), .20 (Nagelkerke). Model χ2(22) = 617.37, p <.001. Goodness of fit: Pearson (6334) =
6823.08, p < .001; Deviance (6334) = 6366.21, p = .385.
c R2

a. Both segmentation methods allow the extraction of acoustic measurements
from which the same number of components (underlying dimensions) tend
to emerge. Those components have similar internal structures.
b. Although in both methods there are main effects that are able to significantly
predict the outcome category (phoneme), the researcher-led method seems
to be more reliable, and thus appears to be a better way of extracting
acoustic data that retains the variability relevant for distinguishing
phonological identity.
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